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Agreement with Gaveical
contact' with student
Resignation came after coach '- acknowledged phys

by Joe Grant
Ref'Waiter
ForniiithliVerSity of Maine
Women's Basketball .Coach
Peter Gavett resigned last June
after he was confronted by
ur.i"..ersity c.,fficials and
"acknowledged physical contact of a personal nature with
a student," according to a
statement issued Friday by Harrison L. Richardson, chair of
the UMaine System board of
trustees.
"Because his admitted
behavior was inconsistent with
his position as a faculty
member and coach, he was ads iscd he would be suspended
with pay pending further ins estigation and proceedings
possibly leading to termination," Richardson said. "Instead he chose to resign."
The statement was disclosed
following the Maine Supreme
Court's 5-0 decision released
Friday morning, making a Settlement Agreement between the
university and Gann aomssible
to the pnhlic
Gavett's conduct "was heproper anti unprofessional, but
not criminal," Richardson
said. "Regardless, the university does not and will not
tolerate sexual harassment."

This led to the confrontation
he
Gavett_ when
with
acknowledged the misconduct.
In the Settlement Agreement between the University
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Details of settlement
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Peter Gavett
...Harassineat charge led to
resigaatiom last Jame.
According to Richardson,
the order of events leading to
the agreement was as follows:
UMaine President Dale Lick
was advised of rumors regarding Gavett's personal conduct.
LICK then asked the director
of Equal Opportunity at the
campus to conduct an inquiry.
No disciplinary action was
taken because ao formal complaint had bean issued before
Gavett's resignation.
Thus, according to Richardson, it "was impossible to
develop sufficent evidence to
support immediate disciplinary
action."

Pakistani protestors storm
US. government office,
demand banning of novel
monitoring the Islamabad situation
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP)
closely. Fitzwater said the national
Police fired on hundreds of protestors
security adviser, Brent Scowcrort,
Sunday who stormed a U.S. government
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Kalb details life on
other side of notebook
by Christina Koliandrr
Staff Writer
Bernard Kalb, who served two
years as the assistant secretary of
state for public affairs under the
Reagan Administration, presented
"A Look at the News from Both
Sides of the Podium," at the
Maine Center for the Arts Sunday.
Kalb, who is also a former New
York Times reporter, compared his
life as a spokesperson with his duties
as a journalist.
Kalb's responsibility at the State
Department was to brief the press on
•
U.S. foreign policy.
He said there was "excitement and
exhiliration of being identified with
the United States."
1 Kalb said it was very different to
switch sides and go behind the
podium and before the press for the
first time.

Bernard Kalb
"Reporters are involved with
sentences that end with a question," he said. "The State Department ends sentences with periods and
hope that is the end."
(see KALB page 8)
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New Briefs

Valentine's Day Specia s
Maine students visit Vietnam
'Macintosh Plus Bundle:
MacPlus
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BANGKOK. Thailand (AP) —
High school students from Maine
were "absolutely thrilled" by a
_daylong visit-to-a- school in Hanoi
that included discussions with Vietnamese students, a teacher said.

Sale Price: $1795.00
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"Thcy talked about all kinds of
things, about their schools, about
their respective countries," Stephen
Knight, a history teacher from Fairfield. Maine. said in a telephone interview from Hanoi.
Knight organized the I3-day tour
involving 17 students from high
schools in the Portland. Augusta.
and Water-silk areas. The tour began
Feb. 2.

Macintosh SE Bundle:
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Knight said. the students had
discussions with teachers and
students at Viet-Duc (Vietnam 'German) Friendship High School in
the Vietnamese capital, then divided
into groups to sit in on math, English
,language. and otherclasses
- "They. made some very goOd—
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2 Auburn inmates moved to AMHI

uters7

The one thin to know about co

friends. They didn't talk so much
about the war, but as for the-future,
they talked about se•"^g up an exchange-program. The Vietnamese
said they were very interested, but
they don't have the money."
The students, who average about
17 in age. have .been studying about
Vietnam for a year in a specially accredited history class taught by
Knight. He said American textbooks
are woefully inadequate on the subject, and that was one reason he
organized the trip.
Knight said that on Friday night,
the students wrote down some of
their impressions of Hanoi.
••I feel like I travelled back in
time," wrote Michelle Davis, a
junior at Skowhegan High School.
She was thinking of how the Vietnamese travel around Hanoi in
bicycles instead of cars, about the
scarcity of televisions, radios, and
other things Amencan& take far
granted. KnigWt.said.

AUBURN, Maine(AP) — Two inmates at the crowded Androscoggin
County Jail have been tram.ferred to
the Augusta Mental Health Institute
following apparent suicide attempts
two days apart, authorities said.
A Passing jailer discovered inmate
David W. Bartlett Jr., 27. hanging
from a bedsheet at 3:30 a.m. Saturday and cut him douraissith the-aid
of other inmates, according to Capt.
John Let-el, the jail administrator_
Bartlett, who did not stop
breathing or lose consciousness, was
examined at St. Mars Hospital in
Lewiston and transferred to AMHI,
Lebel said.
Officials said another inmate.
David Walker, 25,of Bdfast,tried to N

hang himself Thursday but was cut
down and revived, Walker, who also
was sent to AMHI._ had hidden its his
cell while guards led other inmates to
breakfast.
On Fnday,jail personnel met with
health officals to seek methods of
dealing with "attention getting" in
mates who want to be transferred tc
AMR!. Lebel said.
"Right now, if an inmate wants to
get a sabattical to AMHI, all he has
to do is try to make it look like he's
attempted suicide," Lebel said.
"But the mental health people are going to take a very careful look at
those inmates who try to kill
themsels es before they, send them to
AMHI."

Couplefights with-lesbian professor
over care ofbrain-damaged woman
.

NASHWAUK, Minn. (AP) -When Donald Kowalski retired from
thc backbreaking life of a miner on
Minnesota's Iron Range. he looked
forward to years of peace and lesiure.
Instead. the 58-year-old Kowalski
and his wife, Della. are spending their
golden years at war with a lesbian
professor over who should care for
their user!y brain-damaged daughcr,
Sharon.
The professor, Karen Thompson,

•

until GRADUATION at
"El Cheepo's"
Monday, February 13th
from 8pan. to 12:30 a.m.

Baker, West German leaders meet
BONN, West Germany (AP) 7—
Secretary of State James A. Baker Ill
on Sunday opened critical talks with
West German leaders who have balked at a NATO plan to upgradt shortrange nuclear missies in Europe.
Baker flew in from London after
sessions with British leaders and immediately met with Foreign Minister

$.89 for your first well drink!

r-'

says she deserves to be Kowalski's
caretaker because the two secretly_
considered themselves married Wont
Kowalski was paralyzed in a 1961-:
automobile crash caused by a
drunkern driver.
Kowalski and his wife say the-Chian
is bogus. They insist Thompeotaiiiterest in their daugher centers on
mones Thompson has generated by
publicizing the case in speeches across
the country and a book.

Hans-DietrichGenscher, a strong advocate of reducing nuclear tensions
in Europe.
Baker. on a six-day trip to visit ths
IS U.S. NATO allies, told reporters
during the flight he was not worried
about West German Chancellor
Helmut Kohl's statement last week
that the Lance missies now deployed
are adequate until 1995.
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WASHINGTON (AP).-The chief
justice on.. Sunday delayed the Iran Contra Uill of Oliver North, responding
to Justice TOenattment fears that the
fired White House aide will pour out
secrets in the courtroom that are damaging to national security.
Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist
ordered "that the trial proceedings in
United States versus Olivet L. North ...
be stayed" pending consideration by the
full Supreme Court on Friday.
The court will conside- Attorney
General Dick Thornburgh's request for
a stay of the trial so that the Justice
Department can seek a coat order imposing more stringent controls on
classified material North wants to use at
trial.

I he Judge in the North case, U.S.
District Judge Gerhard A. Gesell, rejected the Justice Department's request
for such an order on Wednesday.
Friday is the day the Supreme Court
had scheduled its first regular meeting
since its winter break.
Rehnquist's administrative stay came
as government sources said the Justice
Department was working with prosecutors in an effort to teach a compromise that would allow the trial to
proceed without deity.
Sunday afternoon involved a possible
compromise, with the iustice Department narrowing its objections to the
planned release by North of classified
material at his trial, said the sources,
speaking on condition of anonymity.

The Justice Department last Wednes- morning.
day detailed broad objections to many
•The department on Saturday went to
categories of classified material that
-the Supreme Court in an attempt to
North plans to introduce at his trial, say
'---delay the trial and the special proing the judge in the case has imposed far
secutor's office quickly filed counter
too fess safeguards to protect national
arguments.
security.
It was not immediately clear what imThe sources declined to discuss any
pact Rehnquist's order would have on
details of the ongoing discussion over a
the pace of those discussions, or even
possible compromise.
whether they would continue now that
Since last Thursday, the Justice
the high court has agreed to smolder the
Department had been tryt4 to delay the
-issues raised.
trial, while independent counsel
The possibility of a coipromise by
Lawrence Walsh. whose office is pro- the
Justice Department — e up Satursecitong North, wants opening
day when a government source, speakarguments to begin immediately.
ing on condition of anonymity, said the
A jury was seated in the case Thursdepartment wanted to try to work with
day. and U.S. District Judge Gerhard A.
Walsh's office to reslove differences,
Gessell told the panel to return Monday
which surfaced Wednesday.

BMHI faces May deadline to fix problems
BANGOR(AP)- While problems at
the state mental hospital in Augusta
have been receiving intense public
scrutiny. the Bangor Mental Health Institute has been working to comply with
a May deadline to correct 143
deficiencies.
The Bangor facility must also investigate a "cluster" of five suicides in
the last two years to keep its accreditation as a psychiatric health care facility.
The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations, a
Chicago-based group that reviews health
care facilities nationwide, issued a report
on BMHI Dec. 2 after a two-day survey
last summer.
The 280-bed facility, was awarded a

three-year accreditation, but the award
was made contingent on rectifying 143
deficiencies within six months, at which
time another two-day review will be
done.
About half the beds at BMHI are for
psychiatric patients and about half are
devoted to nursing home patients receiving intensive care.
If BMHI were to lose its accreditation, it could lose federal Medicaid reimbursement funds.
The Augusta Mental Health Institute's loss of Medicare funds- last May
because of staffing and record keeping
problems helped initiate a legislative investigation into conditions at AMHI.
The Human Resources Committee

plans to TrViCW an emergency proposal
and staff recruitment needs too great TO
for 48 temporary positions Monday.
be addressed in May.
Lawmakers and Gov. John R. McKer-I have serious questions as to
nan are also trying to refine a proposal
whether some of these problems arc fixto create a bipartisan panel to work with
able - ever," said
Richard
the administration to address AMH1's
Estabrook, chief advocate for the
woes.
Department of Mental Health.
The accreditation report on BMHi
"I'd say the chances are slim to
comes at a time when state officials-are , none," said Tom Ward, an advocate
awaiting word on whether AMHI will -with the-federally fundecTlitilie Adreceive accreditation from the Joint
vocacy Service in Winthrop.
Commission. The commission inspected
Many of the deficiencies identified at
AMHI last year but has not yet ussued
BMHI are similar to problems that have
its report.
wracked AMHI.
BMHI officials say the S1.4 million
The major problems at BMHI revolve
the Legislature gave the facility last fall
around overcrowding and staff shoris solving the problems, but patient adtages, similat to problems that have been
vocates say the problems are too serious
cited at AMHI,the commission found.

ELECTIONS for STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
and ROC have
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for TUESDAY-FEB. 14
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lancers dazzle UMaine audience
----•;by-Joseph DeSalvo
For the Campus
On Friday night, the American Indian
Dance Theater performed for a nearcapacity crowd at the Maine Center for
the Arts.
American Indians representing several
tribes from different regions performed 16 different dances. Wearing the
clothing of their tribes, the Indians performed a variety of dances, from traditional ceremonial to modern dances that
emphasized each tribe's unique culture.
Each ,dance was accompanied by
music appropriate to the dance being
performed: the steady rhyihmic pounding of a skin drum accompanied a war
dance. The Eagles, and the resonant
chanting of a solo ‘ocal gave thanks to
the spriits responsible for water and
food.
iSt211

/
1
4

spec),SCIe

The visual spectacle of brightly colored clothing decked with feathers,
beads, animal bones and skins, and the
aural sensations produced by the
musical instruments and voices were
enhanced by images and sounds of
nature.
LAhts flashed as the dancers created
larger-than-life shadows on a screen that
spanned the length of the stage and the
height of the theater.
The recorded sounds of nature, a
booming thunderclap, an eagle's shrill
shriek, an elk's gaskirig bellowing bugle.
echoed through the auditorium, accentuating the type of dance being performed and reminding the audience of the
relationship with nature.
While each dance had its function and
special beauty, the more dramatic
dances, particularly the Eagle Dance
and the Hoop Dance, captivated the
audience.
The Eagle Dance was performed by
three dancers whose legs, arms, and
heads were fitted with eagle feathers.
Lights shone directly on the dancers as
they glided across the stage, creating
spectacular shadows on the screen of
'eagles floating through the sky

PK recording of a eagle's screech fill----- titity dance might have been less physkat- ,--laiacting to ditterent dances could beed the auditorium and sent the authan the other dancers. but it was-init- heard throughout the crowd.
dience's imagination soaring to a height
The audience was, however,
as moving.
too lofty for language
unanimous in its overall approval of the
The audience felt the dance
performances and the production. The
When the production ended, it was
ovation at the show's end was
sustained
dear that each member of the audience
The Hoop Dance
well warranted
had a fasortte dance, as conversations
The Hoop Dance, which was performed by Eddie Swimmer, a champion
hoop dancer, was easily the most
athletic dance of k he evening.
While dancing in a circle, and without.
ever stopping or Missing astep, Swimmer picked up one hoop at a time, stepping in and out of the hoop then wrapping it around his body. He continued
until he had picked up all the hoops,
working in and out of them and fashioning them . into a globe that surrounded
his body. He then magically eased his
way out of the globe, and held it above
his bend while he continued dancing in
elrciee.--:
The audience's applause was deafening, but the dance was not over.
Soon several other dancers, each with
a hoop in hand, joined in a- large circle
around Swimmer, who was still carryjugthe globe of hoops above his head.
They and began dancing in I circle.
The audiesclause had waned
but the effect Created by Swimmer, the
other dancers and the hoops was
superbly choreographed and richly symbolic of Indian culture and vision.
A less athletic dance but one important to Indian culture, particularly the
cultures of the Southwest, was the Rainbow Dance.
A modern dance, which emphasized
the agricultural culture of the Southwest
Indians began as an elderly Indian
woman circled the stage scattering seeds
in the four directions of a compass.
While the old woman sowed her corn,
other Indian womens stood at various
-points on the stage with tpouery
customary-of-Soli vt5-" --Te-----tern tribes atop
their heads.
Chester Mahooty's steady drum beat
and his moving chants and incantations
accompained the dancers as they gave
thanks to the spriit who provided them
with seed and water. This sumbolic fer-
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Barbara Schwei first conceived the
idea of the American Indian Dance
Theatre in the summer of 1986. She
and a friend had been discussing the
possibility of organizing a production
that would entertain ad inform audiences about Indian culture.
"Since there has never been a show
like this one, we thought it would b•.,
a good idea to start one," Schwei
said.
Schwei and directors, Hanay
Gaiogainah an4 Raoul Trujillo, have
had moms with the show since its
Orsamdzooion in May of 1487.
Depending solely on private contribution' mid the money received
from each performance, the show
continues to be successful.
"Audiences seem to like the
show," Schwa said. "And the

I

111.4.

reactions from the press have been
favorable."
If members of the company take
themselves seriously as ambassadors
of their culture, so does Schwa.
She stated that she's always wan;
to listen to members of the company
for new ideas Of new dances. And
Schwa also respects a tribes request
not to perform any sacred or rehrous
dance or memos,that is not meant
for production of public display.
Schwei added that &admire tries
to produce dances that sitatoodinces
a sample of Wien cadosatime do not
violate any metes of Maim rites.
-We want the atidiiita
the
show and appretiale-kadhooldtate,
but we want than to 'aspect that
culture as well."
— Joseph DeSalvo
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Grant process concerns AGS members
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Dtiring the AssociatioliaGraduate
Students' bi Weekty meetitieThitraday
two new members voiced concerns
about the fairness of the grant eligibility process used by the AGS.
Woody Talcove and Alan Stearns said
they did not think the current grant
eligibility requirement is fair because
many graduate students arc not familiar
with it:
They contend that because of a lack
of communication, many departments
are not represented at the AGS
meetings.
"Students are not eligible nen though
they pay an activities fee each semester
that makes up part of the grant
money," Stearns said.
The AGS is the graduate student
governing body.
Tim Lyden, w-ho was elected AGS
president during Thursday's meeting,
said the current eligibility requirement,
which states that departments not
represented in two consecutive AGS
meetings are not eligible for grant
money, is something he intends to look
into soon.
Lyden, a former chair of the AGS
grants committee, said this issue had

been raised in the past, and cxp led
that all students art eligible for grams
regardless of their_ department's
representation-11foot aft they ask the
AGS president -roi- a waiver.
_
He did say, however, that action was
going to be taken about letting students
know where they stand.
"I am planning on establishing a
committee to focus on monitoring
membership and the eligibility status of
each department," he said.
Lyden said this committe would also
be responsible for informing the
graduate student% thpin....oves if t heir
eligibility is at risk.
Attendance at Thursday's meeting
was normal, with 18 departments
represented out of approximately 42 on
campus with graduate students,
members said.
This proportion is what bothers
Talcove and Stearns.
Diana Winthrop-Denning. the AGS
secretary, could not be contacted to provide information oh what departments
have and have not been represented at
the meetings.
Another thing Talcove and Stearns
said they were concerned with was what
they called a lack of communication between the AGS and the graduate students
on campus.

• Vital information, the grant eligibility information for example, is not get_...19• the _ graduate stiidents,„7__
Stearns said,
Lyden said he agreed conununieatioa
needed to be looked into.
"I have plans to establish a committee to focus on public relations as
well," he said.
Lyden said the botton line was that
Talcove and Stearns had some good
points.
"But the AGS is already trying to address the things they broached," he
--id.

level is down."
Cocoa butter melts at about body
temperature. "so when you put good
chocolate in your mouth it begins to
melt, it becomes a sensual thing,"
said Gayle Steinhart, of Gayle's
Chocolates in Newport, in a telephone
interview from her store in Royal Oak.
Mich. She said her sales are 20 times
normal on Valentine's Day and the day
before.
"The taste of chocolate is a sensual
pleasure in itself, existing in the same
world as sex," sex therapist Ruth
Westhcimer wrote in her column,"Ask
Dr. Ruth."
Bout there's also an argument against
the romantic effects of chocolate.
"I realtys wonder whether giving
chocolate for Valentine's Day is really
the best type of gift if one wants to pursue any type of intense, romantic affair." -said Judith Wurtman, a
research scientist at Massachusetts Institute of Technology's department of
nutrition and food sciences. "The high
fat content and the high sugar content.
maymake you feet sleepy."

°

866-3557
'stop by and see us today
1st floor Memorial Union

This Professor Has I
Bugsin His Computçr
(But, he wants them there!)

Professor Frank Drummond
Entomology
'What I like About the Pitaantish is Its graphs
illerfKc Modeling ara$ data
be graphic m orckr to get the real fed fir the
dynamic interactiOnk*

Summer Session,

University of Southern Maine makes it convenient for
you to cto this with quality academic experiences.

••

Orono Floral Boutique
38 Main St.
(across from 7-Eleven)

()University of Southern Maine

Looking for a zvay to keep moving
toward your educational goals
during the summer?
With 4-week, b-week and 7-week course sessions, the

,

"the university is working very hard
to do this. This support, which was requested by the association, is an exampit, he said.

FREE DELIVERY FOR
YOUR VALENTINE

e has amorous
value, pastry chef says
PROVIDENCE, R I (AP) — The
romantic effect of giving someone a
heart-shaped box of Chocolates on
Valentine's DllY could be more OILS
sentimentat
'Chocolate does have amorous
value." said George Higgins, a pastry
chef instructor at the 8,000-student
Johnson & Wales University in Providence, one of the biggest cooking
schools in the world.
"A chemical in the chocolate hits a
pleasure center in the brain," Higgins
said. "As a gift from a lover to a lover,
it would certainly help do the trick."
Chocolate
contains
phenylethylamine, or PEA, a natural
mood-altering chemical also found in
the human brain.
"Win a lottery, get a promotion, fall
in love, especially fall in love and your
PEA level shoots up. You're optimistic,
sociable and peppy." according to
"Chocolate. An Illustrated History" by
-Marcia and Frederick Morton. "But if
things go wrong, especially if something
goes wrong in your love life, you turn
141111611-and depressed because your-PEA

In other business, University of Maine
President Dale Lick announced the administration was giving the association
$6,000 to be used for grants this
semester.
Lick said the funds were generated
out of the student comprehensive fee.
"Since we are the principle graduate
program in the state, we must try to expand," he said.

No, there aren't really msects coiwtmg around inside his machine,
only stattsocx-ahout insects You see Frank Drumnamd is doing research on Insect populattonso
and how they
nirtact tie wancs to examine the dau riper than learn
a new computer Unguage Sunni),
he wants to get down to work And that'?'why he uses an Apple Mat:intoshm
person41
cewnpult-r Sterphaty with no sacrifice in power If your
work intjytbrs
n.h ArxVor per
forrnance - come talkArrank at the Mac Fest ahout how he us
tosh.

MacFest
1

Lown Room
Men orikenion \

Registration be'ins Mar-ch'20
and continues through the •• inning of each session

February 14, 1989
ComputerLand Maine

For more information, contact Summer Session
University of Southern Maine
% Falmouth Street
Portland, ME 04103
or call(207)780-4076
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Lowell gains split with hocke
_

•

by Joe Grant
Staff Writer

oak riday,fired a slapshot that
hit goalie Ken Stein's pads but
went through and over the goal
It's not an easy task to corn: line. It was the 2(th consecutive
plete a weekend • sweep in
game the junior from Laval.
Hockey East.
Quebec, has scored at least a
The-litiiversfty Of Maine point. breaking Joe Cresol's-OW
glided to a 7-1; win over the
mark of 19,set-la the 19711-79.
University of I °well on Friday season.
but the Chiefs rebounded on
Perron. howr,
er, said he was
Saturday, defeating UMainc
not concerned with the record.
4-2 despite being outsbot 33-22
"I think I %void have tradand overpowered territorially.
ed the record for a win," he
by the Black Bear:.
said."The) were jumping on
"It's tough to play. back to
us quicker (than Friday) and
back," UMaine coach Shawn
played very well defensively."
Walsh said. "The team that
MacPherson made the score
wins will think they've got it
3-1 early in the third before
and the other team tries harder.
David, Capuano brought
"We dominated territorialUMaine back to within a goal.
Walsh added. "Thcs
His wrist shot heat Stein on
,: got some
really
confidencv after
the glove side but Lowell shut,
they went up 1-0."
the door in the final minute
The Black Bears, who were
when Jyrki Maki shot at the
held scoreless until the final
open net from his own blue line
minute of the second period.
and banked the puck in off the
fell behind 5:24 into the game.
post.
Lowell's junior left wing.
Lowell. in last place in
Scott MacPherson icked up
Hockey East with a 4-19-1
the puck and went in lone on
record, has been suprising
(Maine goaltender Scott King
number of teams lately.
- after it bounced over the stick
"This is no. fluke," Walsh
of UMaine's Campbell Blair.
said "They tied Boston College
MacPherson made three
and beat St. Latistamoe."
fakes on King and scored with
Lowell Coach Bill Riles said
a forehand shot. It was only the
his team has had its problems
fourth time this season the
but put together a complete
Chiefs held the lead after the
game on Saturday.
first period.
"We've got a young team.
The second period was
We haven't played with emoscoreless until the 1:07 mark., tion and confidence but tonight
Randy LeBrasseur picked the
we got a good effort for 60
top corner over King's glove for
minutes," he said.
another breakaway goal.
Cheifs goalie Ken Stein. who
When UMaine was finally
took the place of Friday's
able to score, a school record
goalie Mark Richards, was a
was set in the process.
key for his team. making 31
y—Peiron. sichad a goal
(see LOVVELL page II)
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prim) try .)cott LeClair

I Maine's Claudio Scremin rushes past a I owell player dada' this' weekend's tw•-$e
series with the Chiefs. ,(fter defeatiag Lowell 7-3 Friday night, the Black Nan hial a
4-2 decision to remain is a tie for first place in Hockey East with Boston t'ollIgge.

Gavett has left hisemark
When the University of
Maine lost its appeal in the
Maine Supreme Court Foy, Guy Gannett Co. was
_ able to obtain the document
concerning the resignation
of Peter Cavell.
_ No one knew what information that document
would hold, other than those
involved, but now it has all
come out with the new catch
phrase, "physical contact of
I perional nature-with a nil-

Gavett left a cloud hanging over the University of
. Maine that has now het!:
i lifted.
And I am appalled.
Sure, the rumors were flyaround the campus and
ing
the local area concerning
- -,Givett, who left after sign' inssinew three-year contract
with UMaine and helping to
pound out the deal that
allows use of the Bangor
Auditorium :for basketball
games.
This would naturally leave
one to wonder, which we all
did, and Guy Gannett Co.
decided to do something
about it.
As the decision neared,
some people I know were
questioning the media in its
pursuit of -The truth -iii the
Gavett story. ,
After the media's perfor'
mance in the election,
especially the Gary Hart affair (no pun intended), that
does not bother me.
Two things bother m-:
1) All those who question-

Dan
Bustard
ed if going after this stor.
was right, the answers are
before you now.
*Questions_ _of improper
conduct.
*The usual attempt to
co% er up the incident, which
was done for the students,
we are told (Yeah, right).
*Ail unusual -aeons
- Sent
keeping Gavett away from
the women's basketball team
and the gymnasium as well.
*A hush agreement so that
no more can be told on this
story and no more damage
can be done publicly.
"Mr.
2)
Gavett
acknowledged that he had
had physical contact of a
personal nature with a student."
Just let that sit in your
mind.
Doesn't that bother you?
It sure as hell bothers me.
Gavett, who was a visible
employee of a public institu-

lion, had a responsibility to
act in a proper and professional manner as oft& at
the University of Maine.
That would include handling she players correctly.
This is not how to handle
.piayers correctly.
To have someone in his
position act the way the
University said he did is a
betrayal of trust--the trust
one puts in someone to do
the job.
The player has not beer!
identified, and Maybe that
will never be made public.
But that isn't as important_
to me now as to what I heard
about Gavett.
The university's attempts,
Gavett included, to cover the
situation up were
reactions, but saying that it
was in the students' interest
also makes me ill.
Personalls. I would have
liked to seen this cleared up
instead of araititing on long
enough to allow rumors
permeate every section of theuniversity.
_
Maybe Gavett's .resignation was the right step for
him, but his actions left a
black mark on his life that
may never lease.' •
ThilI
mark on UMaine as well.
Dan Bustard is a junior
journalism majorfrom Presque Isle who wishes the
phrase "physical contact of
a personal nature" is
outl
;
wa ii.
, d from the English
langu .

4.-

'

•
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131acl. Bears defeat NU Huskies 67-60
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
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BOSTON
Championship teams
find a Way of winning the big games, no
matter-what it-takes.- — •
Welt,-the University of Maine found
a way, defeating Northeastern University 67-60 on the road Saturday to
enhance its chances of winning the first
Seaboard .Conference title in the
school's history.
The keys to the Black Bears' victory,
their eighth in a row, were tough defense
and 10 points in the last 609 from
Rachel Bouchard (22 points,. 12
rebounds).
"Yes, defense was the difference,"
UMaine Head, Coach Trish Roberts
said.
Northeastern had cut U Maine's lead,
which at times had been as large as 10
points, to two,49-47, when Roberts called timeout and changed the offense to
set up Bouchard.
When we were picking for Rachel,
they (NU) were just switching off,"
Roberts said. "So I spread the wings so
we could get the ball inside.
"There were a couple of times where

Roberts said. "The only time she scored
she could have been called for charges,
was when she posted up."
but I was just glad to see her score."
"Northeastern was . playing some
Roberts also praised Julie Bradstreet'
tough defense," Bouchard. said., efforts on NV's Amy Malinaric.
•
"They were packing it in inside. I got •
"Her (Malinaric) two three-pointers
time were a key to their win,"
Oat aTittle bit nireTt*itstó T
—Roberts said."WIjustiad-Jidie to ea'
happen.
let her shoot the three-pointer."
But during that stretch, the Huskies
Northeastern was without Yvette
(10-13 overall. 6-4 in the conference)
Ford, a starting forward, who was out
were unable to score after staying within
with the chicken pox.
two, 59-57, until UMaine had built up
"1 think it would have been a dif-a 67=57-lead.
ferent game (with Ford)," Roberts
Several Black Bears played key roles
said. "She at,eragtn around 10 points a
in a stellar man-to-man, which held
game."
Northeastern, the last team to beat
UMaine led at the half, 36-28, as NorUMaine, to 39 percent shooting (26 of
theastern shot only 34 percent and Car4'4) from the • field:
rie Goodhue scored 14 points and grabbed six rebounds
The Black Bears did considerably betThe only reason the Huskies weren't
ter, hitting 49 percent (21 of 43).
further behind was Shayna Sterrett, who
. Cathy laconeta was assigned to cover
scored 12 of her 20 points in the first
'Charlene Blake, who had used her
half while getting both Tracey Frennete
penetrating abilities in their last meeting,
and Kathy Karlsson in foul trouble.
a 60-56 NU win in overtime Jan. 25, to
Goodhue scored nine points in 2:45
hurt UMaine.
to help put the Black Bears ahead,
"She (Blake) heat us baseline last
31-22, including a three-pointer and two
time," laconeta (II points) said. "It
layups, one off her own steal.
was a key to stop her, so I concentrated
Northeastern stepped up the pressure
on defense."
in the second half, unsettling UMaine
"Cathy did a good job on Blake,"

•Gavett
Herald story that appeared Dec•.--20, made accusations of a cover-tap* the
university
"There has been a problem within the
.program and I just hope those in charge
'will look into it and will have the
student-athlete's best interests at
heart," Watras told the paper,
stead of covering things up like they'
have a track record of doing."
Despite the public's desire for someone to "step_forward and support the
accusations
which
have
accumulated." W'atras said in the article
she could "crucify those that I feel have
been, through their cold-hearted ac'
lions, a sadness to screieffr"
She left the Black Bears' squad during the 1987-88 season while Gas ett was
still coaching. She would not comment
on whether she was involved with the
harassment charges.
•
•-•
Richardson defended the iiniveri_tigy'e
handling of the matter.
"Our highest priority is that students
be protected from inappropriate conduct-by-persons---iii positions-of-trust
within the University System." he
said,

(euatiatied from page 1)

— "Second,- we acted throughout to protect individual rights to privacy."
Friday's Maine Supreme Court decision gave Guy Gannett Publishing Co.'s
three Portland newspapers the 4ocument they had been seeking since June.

alone myplayers.
"I live 300 yards from the university
and I felt both restrictions were inappropriate. I reluctantly agreed to those
conditions in order to protect the university and its legal interests."
Gavett added he "naively." thought
The university's counsel was granted
the document would not be released and
one request made in its brief, filed to the
admitted he "should have sought legal
court in December. One sentence of the
advice" when the agreanent was soled.
document was deleted because under the
The resignation Was effective on Jinn
statute, it is exempt from disclosure
27, and on that same day. S36,000
because it contained "medical inform*;
take* from Lick's Discretionary Acton of any kind."
count and given to Gavett.
The court ruled,"
.;:when
a document
Richardson stated four remelt far
objectively viewed describes expressly or
the payment:
\
by -clear implication aspects-7-ef—aa • It provided -prompt and final
employee's medical condition or
disposition of the matter which was in
medical treatment, it contains medical
the best interest of all parties involved.
information within the meaning of the
•The resignation avoided disciplinary
statutory exception."
proceedings Which "could not be conAs part of the agreement, Gavett was
ducted without risk to the ptiVacy rights
required to stay away from the UMaine
of innocent parties."
and freldhouse along with women
• The agreement allowed the univerwho are now, or were in the past two sity to place restrictions on caueltesyears, members of the basketball team. activities.
"! was asked not to'use the gym or.
•The combination of money toward
contaef—my prayers." Gavett said in Salary, fringe benefits and legal atpewses
the statement. "I have never felt I was could well have exceeded the
S36.000
a I hrCa( to anyone at the university, let
payment.

West wins NBA All-Star Game 143-134
HOUSTON (AP)-- Playing without 'he didn't play the last 3:18.
career All-Star scoring record last year.
the feat Magl. larrMalone and John - - Malone, Stockton -s Utah Jazz teamThe attendance of 44,735 broke the
mate, scored 18 of his 28 points in the
Stockton Created some magic of their
All-Star record of 43,146. at the Inown Sunday, carrying the West to a first half and was 8-for-9 from the field
dianapolis Hoosier Dome in 1985. It was
143-134 victory over the East in the in the first two periods, most of them
the largest NBA crOwd ever away from
on dunks or feathery layups.
NBA All-Star Game.
the Pontiac Silverdomc, which has the
Malone was selected the game's Most
Stockton, the only point guard on the
four largest ever.
Valuable Player.
West team after scheduled starter Magic
The West broke away from a 12-12 tie
Dale Ellis scored 27 points and Alex
Johnson was injured on Wednesday
by outscoring the East 35-19 in the last
night, directed a record-breaking attack .English 16 for the West. Stockton
8:14 of the first period.
in the first half, wowing a record All- finished with Ii point and 17 assists.
The spurt started with *13-2 run durMichael Jordan scored 12 of his 28
-Star crowd-tifilfeAstrodome.
ing which Malone scored six consecutive
The West led by as many as 31 points points in the fourth quarter to lead the
points and Ellis five.
en route to an 87-59 halftime lead, East, which still leads the All-Star series
With Stockton out, the West offense
breaking by one the All-Star record for 25-14. The East had won sesen of the
hardly slowed down. Chris Mullin, a
points in a half set by the West in 1962. previous nine games. Isiah Thomas adds 6-foot-7 forward, took over at point
The East got as close as seven in the ed 19 points and 14 assists for the East.
guard, but got help bringing the ball upKareem Abdul-Jabbar, in his 20th -court from 6-10 Tom Chambers, who
fourth quarter before faltering.
Stockton had an All-Star record nine and last season, appea.r4 in his 18th
scored 12 points in 5:14, helping the
assists in the first quarter, breaking All-Star Game, missing his first five
‘A est increase its margin to 57-33 with
Johnson's 1984 mark of eight, although shots and scoring four points. He set the
8:44 left in the first half.

offensively and going inside to Arlene
Poole and Sterrett.
Roberts also thought the officials did
not do a good jobs
"1 think the officials let the game get
out of hand. There were bad r•lls for -both sides."
This allowed the game-Whecome
more physical, which NU used to its
advantage.
A pair of foul-line jumpers by Sterrett and Darlene Strong mixed in with
a layup by Malinaric ended a 8-2 run.
With the score 51-49. Bouchard took
over.
Two power lay-ups over Poole, four
free throws and a driving hoop later,
tiManic was back in control.
"We have improved so much since
the last game," Roberts said, "but I
am not satisfied with our defense. We
can play better.
"We have three tough conference
games left (at Boston University
Wednesday and at home with Central
Connecticut State and the University of
New Hampshire). but the kids have the
attitude that there is a possibility that
they can win the conference."

Swim team
defeats
Lowell
by Andy Bean
Staff Water
The University. or Maine men's
swim team won all but two events in
defeating the University of Lowell
143-61 in its last regular season meet
on Saturday.
UMaine Head Coach Alan Switzer
"They've had strong people in
the past,
rig but
just don't have
UMaine finished the regular season
at 8-3 while Division II Lowell fell to
1-R.
The Black Bears will now wait to
compete in the Eastern Championships
2
in Cleveland, Ohio on !vt Arrh
UMaine senior diver Brad Russell
qualified for the NCAA Zone Championships in his last home meet of the
season.
Russell needed 465 points in 11
dives to qualify for the one-meter
competition. He earned 471.45 points
on Saturday.
Russell has also qualified for the
three-meter competition along with
UMaine's Rick Keene.
Keene and Russell, along with
Brad Burnham and Peter Small,
finished second in the 400-yard
freestyle relay with a time of 3:35.08.
Switzer said it was the first time
Keene had swam competitively for
him and only the second time Russell
has swam the relay this season.
Lowell won the relay with a time
of 3:32.32. Lowell's only other first
place finish was in the 200-yard
backstroke. Rob Holt won the event
with a time of 2:14.51.
Kevin Broad and Burnham clocked their best times of the season in the
200-yard individual medley.
UMaine Todd Dyer won the event
.with a time of 2:03.30. Broad
(2:04.85) and Burnham (2:09.90)
placed second and third to complete
the sweep.
(see SWIM page 9)
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CLONING AROUND

Watterson

<•

by Dave MacLac

Kalb said he had to anticipateibe
questions which were riaingto br ask-__
ad of him by,,the press'carp.
He also said the press was not
looked upon favorably by the public
after the last presidential campaign.
"The press can stomp on identity
very quickly," Kalb said, and cited
tire incident of President George
Bush being called a "wimp."
Kalb said the Reagan administralion had the "wizardry" of showfmg
the press as rude and rowdy./
think I share the view that more
than ever there is an increasingly
powerful media and an increasingly
skeptical public," he said.
Kalb said with a new president and
a new press coming in, there will be
a chance to develop a mutual trust.
Kalb said some of his former colleagues thought he could give a lot
more when it came to leaking infor
mation to the press.
"Even a spokesperson mus. work
-with a bureaucracy." he said.
/ Kalb outlined the difference between a lazy reporter and an energetic
reportCT.
"A lazy reporter is one who thinks
the be-all and end-all is what comes
from the spokesman." he said.
"An energetic reporter seeks out and
takes bits and pieces and really
deselops a front page story."
Kalb said he thought it Was a
"terrible mistake" that the press was
blacked out during the Grenada
invasion.
He said the press was not told,
because there was the profound anxiety there would be a leak which
would ruin the plans.
"I think the press could have been
trusted," he said. "The press has
proved (in World War II and the
Vietnam War)there is a holding of
information."
The- prograidir—
vasspoir+ored by the
Distinguished Lecture Series and the
President's Office at the University
of Maine.
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Doctors at area hospitals, who spoke
on condition of anonymity, said at least
five people had been killed by police
gunfire and 65 protesters shot and
wounded.
They said the injured included
Moslem theology students and about 20
police hit by rocks or beaten by the rampaging Crowd.
Polite arrested at least 25 protesters,
and angry officers were seen beating and
kicking some of those arrested.
Some protesters attacked the nearby
American Express travel agency,
smashing windows and starting a fire
before police drove them off.
Enraged demonstrators also attacked
three western journalists, including two
Associated Press correspondents and an
Atlanta Constitution correspondent.
They were not injured.
Police in blue helmets and armed with
bamboo canes and metal shields initially tried to disperse the crowds with tear
gas and batons, but the mob hurled the
tear gas canisters back and repeatedly
charged police.
Police baganliring in the air and then
began shooting into the crows as protestors advanced. Other officers ran to
escape the mob.
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*Swim

*Lowell

(continued from page 7)
Tom Sawyer (22.3.6) and Bill Stone
(22.80) finished first and second in the
50-yard freestyle with their best times of
the season.
Sawyer also siiiiiilia—
perional best in
the 500-yard freestyle. He placed second
with a time of 4:57.91 while Dyer won
the event with a time of (4:52.71).

(continued from page 6)
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saves including big stops on Scott
Pellerin, Christian and Lapuanc in the
second period.
On Friday, the Black Bears got two
goals each from Bob Corkum and
Claudio Scremin en route to the 7-3—
decision.
With a ,4-2 advantage after two
periods. capuano's 30th goal, a shorthanded gem, gave UMaine a comfortable cushion, only 1:40 into the third.
Perron tied Crespes record at the 4:20
mark before Scremin's second of the
night, and third of the year subdued the
Chiefs.
Corkum notched the lone first period
goal with Keith Carney assisting before
Greg Caner tied the game for Lowell.
Lalonde tipped in a perfect pass from
Bob Beers and Scremin tallied to open
up the middle period.
John Sorrell and Corkum traded
goals before the end of the second.
Capuano. Carney. Blair and Martin
Robitaille lade - hod two assists while
Scott King and Matt DiCitaidice.Colnbined for 15 saves.
The Boston College Eagles tied Providence College on Friday and after
splitting with Lowell. UMaine and BC
are tied for first place in Hockey East.
The two teams will play tummies
this weekend. on Friday and_Suldrir.
the Conte Fortin-a:71-7 .
•••
Senior defertseman Vince Guidotti
was out of action this weekend and wore
a sling for his injured shoulder. He said,
however, that he may be able to return
for the BC series.
:NZ's
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GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL
University of Arizona
tnan
courses anthropology. an. bilingual edu
cation. folk music and
folk dance, history,
phonetics, political science. Spanish language and literature and
intensive Spanish Sixweek session July 3,
August 11. 1989 Fully
accredited program
M A degree in Spanish offered Tuition
$5 10 Room and
board in Mexican
home $540
EEO/AA
nffc.ra more
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Guadalajara
Summer School
photo by scat LeClaar
UMaise goalie Scott King flags down a hill Abot from a Lowell player ha
Friday sight's 7-3 Black Bear win. The Chiefs cause back Saturday to defeat
UMaise 4-2.

Education Bldg.. Room 225
University ot Arizona
Tucson. AZ 85721
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A.L. President tells
Of league expansion

gu

--"-by Jonathan Bach
Staff Writer
BANGOR -- Robert Brown, President of the American League, addressed a small gathering of journalists Sunday fielding questions regarding expansion and problems of the league.
"Expansion is definitely coming in
the '90s," Brown said. "My guess is
that we'll have 32 teams."
Brown; who was in Bangor to address
the fifth annual University of Maine
Hot Stove Baseball Banquet, said the
first step toward expansion is for the
National League to balance the number
of teams in the American League.
Currently, there are 26 teams in
baseball, 14 in the American Leaguesod
12 in-the National League. - • - - Brown did not comment specifically
as to where the expansion would occur.
"What you basically see is the pluses
for one area and the minuses of
another," be said. "It's difficult to
choose where to expand."
Brown sees a "'dozen or more' areas
dcsers ing of big league sports or
entertainment.
Whether or not the leagues will expand, Brown said the number of games
is sufficient to determine the best team
in baseball.
"With 16.4 games, there isn't any
question who the best team is." he
said. "It's nice when you've got the two
best teams in baseball playing in the
World Series."

leo

Regarding talks of a strike in the
future, Brown said big salaries are a
concern.
"When you're talking S3 million
salaries a year, you have to be concerned," he said. "1 don't think anybody
on the management side begrudges
salaries, but the big problem is trying to
balance revenue with expenses.
"We've made efforts to keep ticket
Prloes low (S5). An increzue in ticket
prices is unpalatable."
Btovii said there is "enough money
for eseryone". but there has to be a
common ground.
"I'd be upset if the union didn't feel
the same way," he said. "It'll be a
heck of a tragedy if they can't find common ground to keep the game going."
He said this "common ground"
should be found before the 1990 season
begins.
Brown commented on the relationship of college and professional
baseball. saying that ongoing problems
are the same, hut the league "has to stay
on track no matter who's in the top positions."
"The problems you have with both
the college and professional ranks remain pretty much the same," Brown
said.
Professional baseball has made a
"real effort" to get along with college
baseball, Brown said.
"It's realistic to hase the three-year
rule." he said.
(see BROWN page 11)
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Ba.h

was in Bangor to address the
tuts annual t ithersit) of Maine Hot
Stove Baseball Banquet.

Robert Brown, president of the
American League, fields questions from
a small group of journalists in Bangor.
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National Student Phonathon Volunteers
lou'%e raised $25,800 so fur for
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Canisuis to
resh man cep t er Ed Book ,conBUPFA-LO.N.Y:(AP)-- Sophomore
!ntluted 10 point. for Calti!AuS as.-the
guard Gregg Smith and senior reserve
(iriffs upped their overall record to 9-1!
• Grady Minick scored 16 points apiece to
Canisius-ter-a-6-7-66 -victory over • and 8-4 in conference play.
Senior guard Matt Rossignol topped
Maine in ECAC North Atlantic ConMaine with 20 points, while Reggie
ference basketball.
Banks added 14. Dean Smith chipped in
- Smith scored 14 points in the second
with
13 more as the Black Bear( drop.half Saturday as the game saw 12 kid
ped
to
8-13 overall and 6-6 in the N AC.
--changes and nine ties before Wakes
Rossivol
scored 16 points in the first
gave
the
host Golden .Griffins
• jumper
half as Maine led 32-27 at intermission.
the lead for good at 62-69 with 1:50 left.

*Brown

CM Bach
to address the
of Maine Hot

sr-

(eosilaseil from page 10)

."Professional rico* feel that's a
sacrifice, but I'm sure colleges would
like, to keep them all four years,"
Brown said.
Brown said a "surprising number" of
people defend the three-year rule and
said he didn't think there was a unanimity of opinion.

Commenting on the chances of games
between the National and American
Leagues, Brown said the issue never gets
much serious consideration by top officials in the Leagues, but "nobody
wants to say never."
"The fact that they don't play each
other keeps the discussion alive," he

said.

Richard Bodwell heads for the finish
line of a 12-kilometer cross-country ski
race at the I. niversity of Maine. The

photo hs I
:Lid'
race sponsored by the(Maim Ski Club.
Bodwell, a member of the dub, placed
first with a time of 38:40;
'

'Ow Hain Hut
UNisex HainstyliNc

rnopical SUN

CUTTING THROUGH
THE RED TAPE.' WORKING WITH
BUREAUCRACY

r_aNNINQ SaioN
\l‘e specialize in
Spiral Perms
Designer Perms
Sunglitzmg
Shades Es) Highkghter

V. one Tanning

Bed with

built-in

facial tanner
Sunstar Capsule with 44 Wolfe buiba

Mites month Of rnRiftWaY
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pcnccNt DISCOUNT

with ultuberat 1D••

0
Classified ads get results!
Tuesday, February 14

HELP WANTED
ARTIST Cartoon and wash drawings
First class man wanted Steady Karsas
City Slide Co. 1015 Central
This ad
placed in the Kansas City Star on Jan 19
1920 was answered by Walt Disney his
first cartooning job
A HIGH GRADE YOUNG MAN for (Alice
position requiring some bookkeeping
espenerice A fine opportunity for right
11PIPkant Frank Swan 404 Harrison.
(This ad. placed by A.C. Sparkpiug C
in the Fint,•Miciagen. Journal
.14, was answered by Harlow* C
later ?resident of Genera Motors.)

WATCHMAKER with references who can
harnish tools. .State age. experience and
This
Wary required T 39 Daily News
ad placed by Richard Sears in Chicago
gaily News, April 1, 1887. was answered
byAr
wanted for hazardous journey
all wages, bitter cold, constant
danger safe return douottui Honor and
recognition in case of success Addr
This British
EN Shackleton, Box 100
- dos•Iti•d ad appeared in 1900. seeks
men for Antarctic eapaon: 'Expi
Shacidetan vies swempeid with 8pp:it:stone.)

re information:
contact the Advertising Deportment at 5814271

3:30 pm. 4:30 pm
Bangor Lounge, The Memorial Union

Presenters:
Attmirii

Dr.Thomas

Mr. Bill Kennedy Jr:, Student Leader

Vote For:

,,This workshop will provide tips on how to get

Royce Albeit
-- President

'things' done iNriyour orenization while
working within the system.

--arit-Armstrfirig,
Vice President
Twaaverage students with
bove average goals!'
G.S.S.

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED!
/—

SPONSORED BY: Center for Student Services
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With Automatic Appr(Nal,it's easier to qualify while you're still in school.
Now getting the Card is easier than eyer For the
Yen first time. studenb iinapph for the.Aniencaii
Evros Card fia er drioha,
Simph call l-1409-942-ANIR icem Like sour appli •
cation phone and begin to process it nght Jway
be easier
What s more. because ou attend
this school full time. y OU n also take
AIRLINE%
of the Automatic Approval
LOOK TO US
offer for students With this offer. you can
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As a student Cartimemher souyonll be able to ono\
an extraortiman trawl privilege fh twice for only
$99 roulittinp to an of the more than 180 NortInWst
Airlines Cases in the 48 contiguous( lilted Slates
tonh one ticket ma be used per six-month penodi

NORTHWEST

And. of course:you'll also enjoy all the other excepal semce You would expect
tional benefits and-pvson
•
from Amencan Express

geti-he American-Fspre•z.4-4rdrightnok----mthouta EUP"Me 10b or 3 credit history Rut if you
haw a credit luston. it must he unblemished
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CallAPPl
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